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ABSTRACT:  

Image acts to get back (IR) is one of the most getting worked 

up and fastest growing make observations areas in the field of 

sound and view technology. We present here a high-light of 

nearby make observations for Ir. Some trends and probable 

future make observations directions are presented. We make 

open to the Major problems that we have took in: the feeble 

amount of a good measurement of seeing likeness, the little 

importance according to user effect on one another and take-

back, and the not take care of spatial knowledge. answering 

these business houses, we make, be moving in the answers 

instrumented by nearby Ir systems. We also present the 

current image acts to get back projects in our laboratory, 

which are was the reason for to a greatly sized amount by 

these same points to be taken into account. 

Keywords: Image retrieval; DWT; Wavelet; Local feature; 

Color; Texture. 

                                   I.INTRODUCTION 

complex and made distribution collections of scientific, able-

at-art, and business, trading facts has among its parts images, 

text, sound and viewing part commonly have existence in our 

information-based society. To increase to do with man 

amount produced, however, there must be a working well and 

right in details careful way for users to look for, browse, and 

acts between, among with these collections and do so in a 

timely way. The deep operation of yesterdays knowledge-

bases was matching: coming to a decision about whether a 

facts part is the same, in some selected before sense, as the 

question. today, with complex sound and view facts, matching 

is not put feelings enough, and knowledge-base systems will 

move to systems in which the deep operation is likeness 

Assessment. This gives back (light, heat, sound) the being 

given a higher position in image acts to get back of general 

users, who need to get back a number of like images and then 

use them to again and again make clean their questions. as an 

outcome of that Ir systems should be designed to be a 

working well and good at producing an effect instrument for 

taking grass for food and navigating in image knowledge-

bases. We first present a short overview of having existence 

systems and of make observations work in the field. The 

presented systems are those which seem to give help to the 

most on the point question under discussion. Then we 

undergo growth the general guidng reasons and directions of 

operation of making observations. In part 4 we briefly make 

open to the work underway in our laboratory  

                                   II.  IR Systems 

               Image acts to get back is a very tightly growing 

make observations square measure in the last few years. 

greatly respected early examples join the QBIC system from 

Ibm which lets users to get back images based on color, 

feeling of a material, general design and by a short account; 
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the Photobook system by Mit thing by which something is 

done testing building which is very powerful for getting back 

images from made up of parts of the same sort groups; the 

Virage system by Virage company which can be tailored to 

many applications; the Chabot system from Uc Berkeley. 

These systems make ready effecting on one another human-

machine connections for image looking for and reading the 

net, The most nearby account of Photobook includes 

FourEyes. This system has a noting point of helping from user 

effect on one another to help breaking down into parts, acts to 

get back and note of an image knowledge-base. facts is with 

motion put into order into groups according to connection 

take-back from users. In order to put in order images, instead 

of using just one design to be copied, FourEyes employs a 

society of copies made to scale. Other Ir systems make into 

one automatic image breaking down into parts to let more 

accurate acts to get back. VisualSEEk offered a point back-

projection design to get out chief image regions and therefore 

the systemis able to make ready together contentbased and 

spatial look for amount of room. Carson et Al. used a so 

called blobworld pictures of which is based on breaking down 

into parts using unit of measure in printing algorithms on has 

at need color and feeling of a material points. In another 

system, Netra, images are segmented into made up of parts of 

the same sort fields, ranges using a way of doing called edge 

move liquid-like at the time of take as food into the 

knowledge-base. image features that represent each of these 

fields, ranges are worked out for giving pointer and looking 

for. Some nearby Ir systems made use of wavelet given 

impulse to views. Jacobs et Al. offered a tightly image 

questioning system which uses spatial knowledge and seeing 

features represented by chief wavelet coefficients. Another 

system, waveguide, uses a together point group of feeling of a 

material, color and form which are all based on important 

wavelet coefficients. What is in descriptors are got from a 

wavelet coding design through the coming one after another 

near to quantization (SAQ) stage. The above are only a few of 

the best certain views ,much work is being doed on special 

areas used by these systems, in one by the computer-vision 

and good example being seen experts, for undergoing growth 

better breaking down into parts, order and sense given 

algorithms of the image happy. An example of a more 

complete list of books on the state-ofthe- art, can be 

discovered in, as well as one different made with a written 

offering sites on the World Wide net (the net). 

                In this section we try to subjectively identify some 

of the current trends in the research for image retrieval 

systems. A common ground in most of current IR systems is 

to exploit low-level features such as color, texture and shape, 

which can be extracted by a machine automatically. While 

semanticlevel retrieval would be more desirable for users 

[10], given the current state of technology in image 

understanding, this is still very difficult to achieve. This is 

especially true when one has to deal with a heterogeneous and 

unpredictable image collection such as from the WWW. As 

mentioned before, current research fights to bridge the gap 

between low-level, statistical, descriptions and high-level 

semantic content. Thus methods inspired by artificial 

intelligence and psychology & human-computer interaction 

[8], are starting to influence the research. Synthetically, image 

retrieval starts off by the design of a robust, meaningful and 

flexible feature set to characterize all plausible images in the 

collection. Then clever manipulation of the features tries to 

uncover some higherlevel similarity between the query and 

the database candidates. An interactive, iterative, and user-

oriented query process then improves on the raw results. This 

is schematically shown on Figure 1. Each of the elements 

presented is studied by groups of specialists, but rarely, the 

whole system is examined.  Early IR systems [1] mainly 

relied on a global feature set extracted from images For 

instance, color features are commonly represented by a global 

histogram. This provides a very simple and efficient 

representation of images for the retrieval purpose. However, 

the main drawback with this type of systems is that they have 

neglected spatial information. More recent systems have 

addressed this problem. Spatial information is either 

expressed explicitly by the segmented image regions [9] or 
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implicitly via dominant wavelet coefficients . Most systems 

use the query by example approach, where the user selects 

one or several images, and the system returns the ones judged 

similar. An alternative way of querying the image database 

based on content, is by allowing the user to sketch the desired 

image’s color/texture layout, thus abstracting himself, the 

objects searched for Other more targeted systems allow the 

user to specify spatial constraints on the dominant objects. All 

of these methods suffer somewhat from the drawback that the 

system relies on the users abilities and does not adapt to 

his/her needs. 

OVERVIEW OF IMAGE FEATURS  

Color :histograms, color co-occurrence histograms 

Shape :segmentation & contour extraction followed by : 

contour matching, moments, template matching 

Texture: 

directionality,periodicity,randomness,,Fourierdomain 

characteristics, random fields Others wavelet coefficients, 

eigenimages, edge-maps of user made sketch, image context 

vectors 

                III. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Wavelet Transformation: 

               The wavelet representation gives information about 

the variations in the image at different scales. Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT) represents an image as a sum of 

wavelet functions with different locations (shift) and scales 

[5]. Wavelet is the multi-resolution analysis of an image and 

it is proved that having the signal of both space and frequency 

domain [6]. Any decomposition of an 1D image into wavelet 

involves a pair of waveforms: the high frequency components 

are corresponding to the detailed parts of an image while the 

low frequency components are corresponding to the smooth 

parts of an image. DWT for an image as a 2D signal can be 

derived from a 1D DWT, implement 1D DWT to every rows 

then implement 1D DWT to every column. Any 

decomposition of an 2D image into wavelet involves four 

sub-band elements representing LL (Approximation), HL 

(Vertical Detail), LH (Horizontal Detail), and HH (Detail), 

respectively. The wavelet transform may be seen as a filter 

bank and illustrated as follow, on a one dimensional signal 

x[n]. x[n] is input signal that contains high frequencies and 

low frequencies. h[k] and g[k] is channel filter bank involving 

sub sampling. c[n] is called averages contains low frequencies 

signal. d[n] is called wavelet coefficients contain high 

frequencies signal. c[n] and d[n] be sub sampled (decimated 

by 2: ) the next. The bands wwill be given bellow 

 

LOW LOW   LOW HIGH 

HIGH LOW  HIGH HIGH 

    

For example, 1D Haar wavelet decomposition is expressed as 

follows, let x[n] be an input, x[n]= X0,X1,X2,…XN-1 which 

contains N elements. Then output will consist of N/2 elements 

of averages over the input and is stored in c[n]. Also the other 

output contains N/2 elements wavelet coefficients values and 

is stored in d[n]. The Haar equation to calculate an average 

AVi (See Eq.1) and a wavelet coefficient WCi  from pair data 

odd and even element in the input data are 

B. Color and Texture Texture contain repeating pattern of 

local variations in image intensity also an area that can be 

perceived as being spatially homogeneous. Texture provides 

important characteristics for surface and object identification. 

Texture information extracted from the original image is 

typical features for image retrievals [7]. Color is produced by 

spectrum of light that absorbed or reflected then received by 

the human eye and processed by the human brain. To extract 

the color feature, the first order statistical moments HSV color 

space is similar to human perception color system so we used 

it to extract the color feature in the HSV color space on 

neighbor of significant points with size 3x3 pixels. 
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C. Image Retieval Algorithm The proposed image retrieval 

algorithm is as follows, 

1. Read Query image and Convert from RGB image to gray 

image and HSV image then Decomposition using wavelet 

transformation. 

2. Make absolute for every Wavelet coefficients, WCnew = | 

WCold |. 

3. Combine Vertical Detail and Horizontal Detail, CVdHd(i,j) 

= Max(Vd(i,j),Hd(i,j)). 

4. Choose significant points on CVdHd(i,j) by threshold the 

high value. 

5. Choose points on HSV image and it neighbor (3x3 pixel) 

base on coordinate significant points on CVdHd(i,j) then 

Forming color feature vector by using The first order 

statistical moment and the second order statistical moment. 

6. Forming texture feature vector by using Gabor transform 

on 7x7 pixel neighbor of significant points and Implement 

min/max normalization on all feature vector with range [0 1]. 

7. Measure the distance between feature vector image query 

and feature vector image in the dataset by using 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

               The retrieval result is not a single image but a list of 

image ranked by their similarity.  

 

Fig:1 Image Retrieval system on Animals 

 

              Fig: 2 Image Retrieval System on flower images 

 

The similarity measure is computed by using Euclidean 

distance between feature representation of image query and 

feature representation of image in dataset. The feature 

representation is image feature refer to the characteristics 

which describe the contents of an image. Such this image 

need time-frequency components of image feature for image 

retrievals. The difference between the image retrieval 

accuracy of the proposed method and the conventional 

methods is around 20%, significant difference. On the other 

hand, both of spatial and color features are required for image 

retrievals of the query image number 5. The image retrieval 

accuracy of the conventional method with Simplicity and 

Color salient points of gradient vector is almost same as that 

of the proposed method so that these features work for image 

retrievals for this image. the relation between image retrieval 

accuracy of the proposed method and those of the 

conventional methods with Firm, Simplicity, and Color 

salient points of gradient vector. In the figure, linear 

regressive equations are included with R-square values. The 

relation the image retrieval accuracy between the proposed 

method and the conventional method with Color salient points 

of gradient vector shows the highest R-square value of 0.909 

followed by Firm and Simplicity. Therefore, the most 

significant feature for image retrievals is Color salient points 
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of gradient vector followed by Firm and Simplicity for these 

retrieved images because the proposed method shows the 

highest image retrieval accuracy. 

                       V. CONCLUSION 

In this research we proposed a method for image retrieval by 

using wavelet transformation. In order to enhance the texture 

and make strong edge, we combine the vertical and horizontal 

detail then estimate the important point called significant 

point by threshold the high value then by using it find the 

most important information from the image and convert it into 

small regions and extract the image texture and color locally. 

We proposed a method for image retrieval by using wavelet 

transformation. We combined the two high sub-band 

frequencies In order to make strong points and edge then 

detect the location of significant points. The experimental 

results demonstrate that our method on standard dataset is 

significantly improved around 11 %. 
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